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1. INTRODUCTION
We introduce the notion of a hyperbolic plane reflection in symplectic
space over a finite field of characteristic 3 and show the group 2 HJ, the
double cover of the Hall]Janko simple group, as a hyperbolic plane
reflection group in symplectic 6-space. Moreover, we introduce a form on
hyperbolic planes which allows us to calculate the order of the product of
two hyperbolic plane reflections. Furthermore, we give an explicit con-
 .struction of the regular near octagon of order 2, 4; 0, 3 associated with
w xthe Hall]Janko group 2 as the graph of a certain set of 315 hyperbolic
planes where two hyperbolic planes are adjacent if and only if they are
orthogonal. Our construction also serves as a starting point for more
general constructions in higher dimensional symplectic spaces: If W is a
3 ? 2 k-dimensional symplectic space over F r , then we take as vertices3
hyperbolic 2 k-subspaces of W and define two such subspaces to be
adjacent if and only if they are orthogonal. Our construction thus corre-
sponds to the case k s 1.
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w xWe summarize here some properties of symplectic geometry 1, 4 . Let V
be the vector space F 2 m of dimension 2m over a finite field F ofq q
characteristic p and let e , e , . . . , e be the standard basis vectors; i.e.,1 2 2 m
e is the vector whose sole non-zero entry is a 1 in the ith-coordinate.i
 .Let B , be the bilinear form on V defined on the basis F s
 4  .e , e , . . . , e , f , f , . . . , f , where f s e for 1 F i F m, by B e , f1 2 m 1 2 m i mqi i i
 .  .  .  .s yB f , e s 1, B e , e s B f , f s 0 for all i, j, and B e , f si i i j i j i j
 .  .  .B f , e s 0 for i / j. For x, y g V, we have B x, x s 0, B x, y si j
 .  .yB y, x and B x, y s x y q x y q ??? qx y y x y y1 mq1 2 mq2 m 2 m mq1 1
 . x y y ??? yx y , where x s x , x , . . . , x and y s y ,mq2 2 2 m m 1 2 2 m 1
.y , . . . , y . The space V, endowed with the skew symmetric bilinear form2 2 m
 .B , , is called a symplectic space, the basis F is called a symplectic basis
of V, and any two nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear forms on vector
spaces over F of the same dimensionality are equivalent. Two vectors x, yq
 . Hare orthogonal if B x, y s 0 and we denote by W the subspace orthog-
 .onal to a subspace W in V. An ordered pair x , x in V is called a1 2
 .  :hyperbolic pair if B x , x s 1 and the plane x , x is called a hyper-1 2 1 2
bolic plane. The symplectic space V is an orthogonal direct sum of
hyperbolic planes, which we denote by V s H H H H ??? H H , where1 2 m
 4each H is a hyperbolic plane and for all pairs i, j, H l H s 0 andi i j
 .H , H are orthogonal. The symplectic group Sp 2m, q is the group ofi j
 t t .  .linear transformations t of V satisfying B x , y s B x, y , x, y g V, and
is generated by the set of symplectic transvections t : u ‹ u qc, x
 .  .cB u, x x, x g V, c g F . The center of Sp 2m, q is generated by theq
element y1 : u ‹ yu for all u g V and the projective symplectic groupV
 .  .  :  .  .Psp 2m, q s Sp 2m, q r y1 is simple except Psp 2, 2 ( S , Psp 2, 3V 3
 .( A , and Psp 4, 2 ( S .4 6
Now let p s 3. We define a hyperbolic plane reflection to be the
following linear transformation on V.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. For each hyperbolic pair x , x in V, a hyperbolic1 2
 .plane reflection on V is a linear transformation g : u ‹ u q B u, x xx x 2 11 2
 .y B u, x x , u g V.1 2
 g x x g x x .   .  .1 2 1 2For any u, ¤ in V, B u , ¤ s B u q B u, x x y B u, x x , ¤2 1 1 2
 .  . .  .  .  .  . qB ¤ , x x y B ¤ , x x s B u, ¤ q B ¤ , x B u, x y B ¤ , x B u,2 1 1 2 2 1 1
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .x q B u, x B x , ¤ y B u, x B ¤ , x B x , x y B u, x B x , ¤ y2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . B u, x B ¤ , x B x , x s B u, ¤ q 3B u, x B ¤ , x y 3B ¤ , x B u,1 2 2 1 1 2 1
.  .  r .x s B u, ¤ . Hence, g g Sp 2m, 3 . Note that g acts trivially on2 x x x x1 2 1 2
 :  :vectors orthogonal to x , x and sends u to yu for u g x , x .1 2 1 2
Therefore it seems appropriate to call g a hyperbolic plane reflection.x x1 2
Our notation for groups follows that of the Atlas. Throughout, V is a
symplectic space of dimension 2m, m G 2, over a finite field of character-
  .istic p s 3. In dimension 2, g s y1 for every hyperbolic pair x , xx x V 1 21 2
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.  .in V. We use the notation H u, ¤ and g to denote, respectively, theu¤
hyperbolic plane and hyperbolic plane reflection generated by the pair u, ¤
in V, which is understood to mean a hyperbolic pair. We let P be the set
of hyperbolic planes of V and for any subset F : P, we denote by W theF
 r .subgroup of Sp 2m, 3 generated by hyperbolic plane reflections g forx x1 2
 .H x , x g F.1 2
THEOREM 1.1. Let V be a six-dimensional symplectic space o¤er F r , r3
 4 re¤en, with symplectic basis F s e , e , e , f , f , f . Let i g F such that1 2 3 1 2 3 3
2  .i s y1 and let S be the following set of hyperbolic planes in V: H e , f ,1 1
 .  .  .H e , f , H ye y e , f q f , H ye y e y if , yie q f y f ,2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3
 .  . H ye y e q if , ie q f y f , H ye y e , f q f , and H e q e y2 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3
. Gf , ye q f q f q f . Let G s W , F s S , and G be the graph with1 1 1 2 3 S
¤ertex set F where two ¤ertices are adjacent if and only if they are orthogonal.
 .Then G is the regular near octagon of order 2, 4; 0, 3 , G ( 2 HJ acts
 :  :¤ertex-transiti¤ely on G with kernel y1 , and Gr y 1 ( HJ. More-V V
 :  2 :  .o¤er, G, s r s , y1 ( Aut HJ , where s is an automorphism of SV
induced by the automorphism a ‹ a 3 of F r.3
The field F r contains an element i such that i2 s y1 if and only if r is3
even. However, nearly all the results of Section 3, where we prove
Theorem 1.1, are independent of r and, in fact, the evenness of r is
required only at the last stage of the proof. We also mention that 2 HJ was
 . w xshown to be a subgroup of Sp 6, 9 in 3, 5 .
The author would like to thank the referee for several insightful com-
ments.
2. HYPERBOLIC PLANE REFLECTIONS
In this section, we investigate properties of hyperbolic plane reflections.
 .  .  .H  4For each H x , x g P, note that H x , x l H x , x s 0 since1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .B a x q a x , x s 0 implies a s 0, i s 1, 2. Note also that if u, ¤ is a1 1 2 2 i i
 r .  h h.hyperbolic pair in V, then for h g Sp 2m, 3 , u , ¤ is also a hyperbolic
pair and hence P h s P.
 .LEMMA 2.1. a g has order 2.x x1 2
 .  .  .b g s g if and only if H x , x s H y , y .x x y y 1 2 1 21 2 1 2
 . h  r .h hc g s g , h g Sp 2m, 3 .x x x x1 2 1 2
 .  r .d W s Sp 2m, 3 .P
 . w x  r .  .e h, g s 1, h g Sp 2m, 3 , if and only if h fixes H x , x .x x 1 21 2
 .  .f g fixes u, u g V, if and only if u is orthogonal to H x , x .x x 1 21 2
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 . w x  .g For any pair g , g , g , g s 1 if and only if H x , xx x y y x x y y 1 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .and H y , y are orthogonal.1 2
 .  .Proof. a Since g sends u to yu for u g H x , x and fixes wx x 1 21 2
 .H 2  .  .Hfor w g H x , x , g is the identity on V s H x , x [ H x , x .1 2 x x 1 2 1 21 2
 .  .  .  .Hb If H x , x s H y , y , then g g fixes H x , x1 2 1 2 x x y y 1 21 2 1 2
 .  .pointwise and sends u to y yu s u for u g H x , x . Hence g s1 2 x x1 2
 .  .  .g . Now suppose H x , x / H y , y . Then y f H x , x for i s 1y y 1 2 1 2 i 1 21 2
 .  .Hor 2. Since V s H x , x [ H x , x , y s ax q bx q w for some1 2 1 2 i 1 2
 .H g y y1 2ra, b g F and some non-zero vector w in H x , x . Since y s yy3 1 2 i i
g x x  .  .1 2and y s y q B y , x x y B y , x x s y q ax q bx s yy y w /i i i 2 1 i 1 2 i 1 2 i
yy , g / g .i x x y y1 2 1 2
 .  .c By part b , there is a bijection from P onto the set of hyperbolic
h  r .  .plane reflections on V. Since P s P for h g Sp 2m, 3 , part c follows.
 .  .  r .  r .d By part c , W eSp 2m, 3 and hence W s Sp 2m, 3 .P P
 .  .  .e This follows from parts b and c .
 . g x x  .1 2f By definition of g , u s u if and only if B u, x x sx x 2 11 2
 .  .  .B u, x x . Hence B u, x s B u, x s 0.1 2 1 2
 .  . w x  .g By part e , g , g s 1 if and only if g fixes H x , x . Ifx x y y y y 1 21 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .H x , x and H y , y are orthogonal, then g fixes pointwise1 2 1 2 y y1 2
 .  .  .H x , x . Now suppose g fixes not necessarily pointwise H x , x .1 2 y y 1 21 2
 .  .H  .Since V s H y , y [ H y , y , x s u q w for some u g H y , y1 2 1 2 i i i i 1 2
 .H g y y g y y1 2 1 2and w g H y , y , i s 1, 2. Therefore x s yu q w and so xi 1 2 i i i i
 .  .  .  .y x s u g H x , x l H y , y , i s 1, 2. Since H x , x / H y , y ,i i 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 :  .the dimension of u , u is at most 1 and hence B u , u s 0. Therefore1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .1 s B x , x s B u q w , u q w s B w , w and w , w is a hyper-1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
g y y  .  .H  .1 2bolic pair. Since x q x s yw g H x , x l H y , y , H x , xi i i 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .s H w , w is orthogonal to H y , y .1 2 1 2
 .By Lemma 2.1 b , each hyperbolic plane determines a unique hyperbolic
plane reflection. For each H g P, we will also use the notation g toH
denote the hyperbolic plane reflection determined by H.
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. Let u s u , u , . . . , u and ¤ s ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ be a1 2 2 m 1 2 2 m
hyperbolic pair in V. For 1 F i, j F m, let B, C, and D be m = m matrices
 .with i, j -entries gi¤en, respecti¤ely, by b s ¤ u y u ¤ s yb ,i j mqi mqj mqi mqj ji
c s u ¤ y ¤ u s yc , and d s u ¤ y ¤ u . Let A s I q D,i j i j i j ji i j i mqj i mqj m
where I is the m = m identity matrix. Then g is represented by them u¤
2m = 2m matrix
tA B , /C A
where At is the transpose of A.
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Proof. This follows from computing the action of g on the basis F ofu¤
g u¤  .  .V. For 1 F i F m, we have e s e q B e , ¤ u y B e , u ¤ s e q ¤ ui i i i i mqi
g u¤  .  .y u ¤ and f s f q B f , ¤ u y B f , u ¤ s f y ¤ u q u ¤ . Note thatmq i i i i i i i i
 tthe matrices B and C are skew-symmetric i.e., yM s M , and hence the
.diagonal entries are all zero and are determined, respectively, by the last
and first m coordinates of u, ¤ .
To derive more properties of hyperbolic plane reflections, we define the
following scalar product, ), on P.
 .  .  .  .DEFINITION 2.1. For H x , x , H y , y g P, H x , x ) H y , y s1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .B x , y B x , y y B x , y B x , y .1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .  .  .Note that H x , x ) H y , y s H y , y ) H x , x , so ) is symmet-1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 2 .ric. Since there are q q y 1 hyperbolic pairs in a hyperbolic plane, we
must show ) is defined independent of the choice of a hyperbolic pair.
 X X .  . rSuppose H x , x s H x , x . Then there exist a, b, c, d g F such that1 2 1 2 3
X X  X X .x s ax q bx and x s cx q dx . Furthermore, B x , x s ad y bc s1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
1. A straightforward calculation, using the relation ad y bc s 1, shows
 X X .  .  .  .  r .that H x , x ) H y , y s H x , x ) H y , y . Note that Sp 2m, 31 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  r .preserves ) since it preserves the form B , , i.e., if g g Sp 2m, 3 , then
 .  .  . g  . gH x , x ) H y , y s H x , x ) H y , y .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let H , H g P and let x , x be a hyperbolic pair in H .1 2 1 2 1
 .  .a If H ) H s k / 0, then there exists a hyperbolic pair y , y in1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .H such that B x , y s B x , y s 0, B x , y s 1, and B x , y s2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
yk.
 . < <b If H ) H s 1, H / H , then g g s 3.1 2 1 2 H H1 2
 . < < gH 2c If H ) H s y1, then g g s 4, and H and H are orthog-1 2 H H 1 11 2
onal.
 . 2 < <d If H ) H s i or yi, where i s y1, then g g s 5.1 2 H H1 2
 .e If V s R H R H ??? H R , R g P, then g g ??? g s y11 2 m i R R R V1 2 m
and m K ) R s 1 for any K g P.is1 i
 .  .Proof. a Let y , y be a hyperbolic pair in H . Since k / 0,1 2 2
 .  . X XB x , y / 0 for i s 1 or 2. If B x , y s 0, let y s y and y s yy .1 i 1 2 1 2 2 1
 X X .  X .  .Then B y , y s 1 and B x , y s 0. Hence, we may assume B x , y1 2 1 1 1 1
 .  .s 0 and B x , y s a / 0. Therefore, H ) H s yaB x , y s k and1 2 1 2 2 1
 . y1  . X y1so B x , y s yka . If B x , y s b / 0, let y s y q k aby . Then2 1 2 2 2 2 1
 X .  X .  .  X .B y , y s 1, B x , y s B x , y , and B x , y s b y b s 0. Hence,1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
 . X Xwe may assume B x , y s 0. The hyperbolic pair y s ay and y s2 2 1 1 2
ay1 y has all the properties as stated.2
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 .b Note that H ) H s 1, so the assumption H / H is necessary.1 1 1 2
 .  .By part a , we may assume y , y is a hyperbolic pair in H such that1 2 2
 .  .  .B x , y s 0, i s 1, 2, B x , y s 1, and B x , y s y1. Therefore,i i 1 2 2 1
g y y g x x  .  .1 2 1 2x s x q y and y s y q x for i s 1, 2. By Lemma 2.1 b and c ,i i i i i i
gH gH  .3 gH gH2 1 1 2g s g and hence g g s g g s 1.H H H H H H1 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .4 w gH x gH2 2c Since g g s g , g , it suffices to show g and gH H H H H H1 2 1 1 1 1
 .  .commute. By part a , we may assume y , y is a hyperbolic pair in H1 2 2
 .  .  .such that B x , y s 0, i s 1, 2, B x , y s 1, and B x , y s 1. There-i i 1 2 2 1
g y y g y y gH 1 2 1 2 2fore, x s x q y and x s x y y , and hence H s H x q1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
.  . w gH x2y , x y y , which is orthogonal to H . By Lemma 2.1 g , g , g s 1.1 2 2 1 H H1 1
 .  .  .d Let k s i or yi. By part a , we may assume y , y is a1 2
 .  .hyperbolic pair in H such that B x , y s 0, i s 1, 2, B x , y s 1, and2 i i 1 2
 . g x x g x x1 2 1 2B x , y s yk. Hence y s y q kx and y s y q x . By Lemma2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
 . gH 12.1 c , g is the hyperbolic plane reflection generated by the hyperbolicH 2
 . gH 2pair y q kx , y q x . Similarly, g is generated by the hyperbolic pair1 1 2 2 H1
 . gH gH gH  .2 1 2x q y , x q ky . Furthermore, x s x q B x , x q ky x q1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
.  . .  .  . gH gH gH2 1 2y y B x , x q y x q ky s 2 q k x q 1 q k y and x s1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .2 q k x q y1 q k y . Since H 2 q k x q 1 q k y , 2 q k x q2 2 1 1 2
 . .  . gH gH gH gH  .2 1 2 1y1 q k y s H y q kx , y q x , g s g by Lemma 2.1 b .2 1 1 2 2 H H1 2
 .5 gH gH gH gH1 2 1 2Therefore, g g s g g s 1.H H H H1 2 2 1
 .e Since g fixes pointwise each R , j / i, and sends u to yu forR ji
u g R , g g ??? g sends w to yw for all w g V s R H R H ??? Hi R R R 1 21 2 m
 .  .R . Now let u s u , u , . . . , u , ¤ s ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ be an arbitrarym 1 2 2 m 1 2 2 m
 .  :  .  .hyperbolic pair in V. Then H u, ¤ ) e , f s B u, e B ¤ , f yi i i i
 .  . m  .  :B u, f B ¤ , e s yu ¤ q u ¤ and hence  H u, ¤ ) e , f si i mqi i i mqi is1 i i
 . m  :B u, ¤ s 1. Therefore  K ) e , f s 1 for all K g P. Sinceis1 i i
 r .Sp 2m, 3 acts transitively on the set of symplectic bases of V and
mpreserves ), K ) R s 1 for all K g P.is1 i
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Throughout this section, the dimension of V is 6. We will call three
hyperbolic planes H , H , H an orthogonal triple if V s H H H H H .1 2 3 1 2 3
Note that any two orthogonal hyperbolic planes, H and H , determine a1 2
unique orthogonal triple H , H , H , where H s H H l H H . It will be1 2 3 3 1 2
convenient to use upper case letters for hyperbolic planes and correspond-
ing lower case letters for hyperbolic plane reflections; i.e., if A g P, then
 r .a s g . Furthermore, we will write yh to mean y1 h, h g Sp 6, 3 . If NA V
is an element or group acting on a set R, we denote by N R the permuta-
 .tion or permutation group induced by N on R. If u, ¤ is a hyperbolic pair
 r .  .  .and g is an element in Sp 6, 3 fixing H u, ¤ , then we let w g denoteu¤
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 .  4the representation of g on H u, ¤ with respect to the basis u, ¤ ; i.e., if
u g s a u q b ¤ and ¤ g s g u q t ¤ , then
a b
w g s , .u¤  /g t
where a , b , g , t g F r , at y bg s 1.3
LEMMA 3.1. Let X, Y , Z , i s 1, 2, be two orthogonal triples such thati i
Y )Y s y1.1 2
 . y j w xa For j / i s 1 or 2, y switches Z and Y , z s y s yxy , x, yj i i i i i i
w y j x w y j x  .2  .2s x, y s y , y s 1, and y y s y y s yx.i i i 1 2 2 1
 .b Let X, Y , Z be a third orthogonal triple such that Y )Y s y1.3 3 1 3
If K is a hyperbolic plane orthogonal to Z and K ) X s y1, then K )Y s1 i
 .kK ) Z s 1, i s 2, 3, and y y sends Y to Y and fixes X, Y , and Z .i 2 3 2 3 1 1
 .  . y jProof. a By Lemma 2.3 c , Y and Y are orthogonal. Since X andi i
y j  . y jY are orthogonal, X s X by Lemma 2.1 f . Therefore, Z s Y and byj i i
 . y jLemma 2.1 b , z s y . Since X, Y , Z are an orthogonal triple, thei i i i
y j  .elements x, y , and z s y commute by Lemma 2.1 g . Since V s X H Yi i i i
 .  .2H Z , by Lemma 2.3 e , xy z s y1 and hence z s yxy and y y si i i V i i i j
yx.
 .  .b By Lemma 2.3 e , K ) X q K )Y q K ) Z s 1. Therefore,i i
 .K )Y q K ) Z s y1. By part a , z s yxy switches Z and Y , i s 2, 3.i i 1 1 i i
 . < < < <Hence K )Y s K ) Z s 1 for i s 2, 3. By Lemma 2.3 b , ky s kz s 3,i i i i
k  .k k ki s 2, 3, and therefore y switches Y and K. Hence y y s y y sendsi i 2 3 2 3
 .Y to Y . By part a , k switches X and Y since K ) X s y1. Further-2 3 1
more, y and y switch Y and Z and hence y y fixes Y and Z .2 3 1 1 2 3 1 1
k .Therefore y y fixes X, Y , and Z .2 3 1 1
LEMMA 3.2. Let X, Y, Z be an orthogonal triple. Let C be a hyperbolic
 .plane orthogonal to X such that C)Y s y1. Let X s H x , x , Y s1 2
 .  .H y , y , and Z s H z , z .1 2 1 2
 .  .  .a C s H yy y w , y q w , where w , w is a hyperbolic pair in1 1 2 2 1 2
H H  .Z, and D s X l C s H yy q w , y y w .1 1 2 2
 .  .  b Let C s H yy y z , y q z and C s H yy y a z q1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
.  .. rb z , y q g z q t z , a , b , g , t g F , at y bg s 1, be two hyperbolic2 2 1 2 3
  .  ..planes orthogonal to X. Let K s H yy y mx q nx , y q tx q sx ,1 1 2 2 1 2
m, n, t, s g F r , ms y nt s 1, be a hyperbolic plane orthogonal to Z and let3
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 .k c1k c1kg s c c . Then z s mx q nx , z s tx q sx ,1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
a b
w g s and .z z1 2  /g t
y1 ya ybm n m n
w g s . .x x1 2  /  / /yg ytt s t s
 .  .  .Proof. a By Lemma 2.3 a , there exists a hyperbolic pair u, ¤ in C
 .  .  .  .such that B y , u s B y , ¤ s 0 and B y , ¤ s B y , u s 1. Since C ;1 2 1 2
H  :X s Y [ Z s y , y , z , z , we have u s yy y w and ¤ s y q w ,1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .where w , w g Z. Since B u, ¤ s 1, B w , w s 1 and so w , w is a1 2 1 2 1 2
 .hyperbolic pair in Z. The second part follows since yy q w , y y w is1 1 2 2
a hyperbolic pair orthogonal to both X and C.
 .b Since C is orthogonal to X, c acts trivially on X by Lemma1 1
 . c1  . .  .2.1 f . We have z s z q B z , y q z yy y z y B z , yy y z yi i i 2 2 1 1 i 1 1 2
.q z and hence c interchanges z and yy , i s 1, 2. Similarly, k acts2 1 i i
k  . k  .trivially on Z, y s y mx q nx and y s y tx q sx . Therefore,1 1 2 2 1 2
c1
k c1
k  .z s mx q nx and z s tx q sx . To obtain w g , note that Y )C1 1 2 2 1 2 z z i1 2
 .s y1 for i s 1, 2 and X ) K s y1. By Lemma 3.1 b , g fixes X, Y, Z and
g g g  .C s C . Hence, z s a z q b z and z s g z q t z . To obtain w g ,1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 x x1 2
note that
k a bc1X Xw g s , .x x1 2  /g t
where xX s z c1k s mx q nx and xX s z c1k s tx q sx . Since g c1k s1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2
 .k c1k  .c1 k   ..k  . k c1kc c s c c s c yxc by Lemma 3.1 a and X s Y, g s1 2 1 2 1 2
 .k  .  c1k .X X X Xyy c c s yyg and hence w g s yw g since y acts trivially1 2 x x x x1 2 1 2
 X X 4  4on X. Changing from the basis x , x to x , x , we obtain the result for1 2 1 2
 .w g by an elementary result of linear algebra.x x1 2
 4Let A g P. We seek a maximal set L s C , C , . . . , C of hyperbolic1 2 n
planes C orthogonal to A such that C )C s y1 for all pairs i, j. Sincei i j
 r .Sp 6, 3 acts transitively on the set of symplectic basis of V, we may
 .  . assume A s H e , f and C s H e , f . Since C ) H ye y e , f q1 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 2
.  .  r .f s y1, by Lemma 3.1 b , there exists g g Sp 6, 3 fixing A and C and3 1
g  . C s H ye y e , f q f . Hence we may assume C s H ye y e , f2 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 2
.q f . For each C g L, let D be the unique hyperbolic plane determined3 i i
by A and C such that A, C , D are an orthogonal triple. Note thati i i
 .  .  .D s H e , f and by Lemma 3.2 a , we have D s H ye q e , f y f .1 3 3 2 2 3 2 3
 .For any C g L, i / 1, we have C )C s y1. By Lemma 3.2 a , C si 1 i i
 .  .  .H ye y w , f q w and D s H ye q w , f y w , where w , w is2 1 2 2 i 2 1 2 2 1 2
 .a hyperbolic pair in D s H e , f . Now, for any C , j / i, we have1 3 3 j
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 X X .  X X .C s H ye y w , f q w , where w , w is a hyperbolic pair inj 2 1 2 2 1 2
 .  X . H e , f , and C )C s y1 s B ye y w , ye y w B f q w , f q3 3 i j 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
X .  X .  X .  X .  X .w y B ye y w , f q w B f q w , ye y w s B w , w B w , w2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
  X ..   X ..  X .  X .  X .y y1 yB w , w 1 yB w , w s B w , w B w , w q 1 y B w , w1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
 X .  X .  X .  .  X X .  X .qB w , w y B w , w B w , w s1qH w , w )H w , w yB w , w1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
 X .  .  X X .  .  X X .qB w , w . Since H w , w s H w , w , H w , w ) H w , w s 1 and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 X .  X .hence B w , w s B w , w . Thus, the set L is determined by some2 1 1 2
maximal set of hyperbolic pairs in a symplectic 2-space, with the property
 .  .  .  .that any two pairs u , ¤ and u , ¤ satisfy B u , ¤ s B ¤ , u .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
LEMMA 3.3. Let T be a two-dimensional symplectic space o¤er F r and let3
 . 4P s u , ¤ ‹ 1 F i F k be a maximal set of hyperbolic pairs in T such thati i
 .  .for all pairs i, j, B u , ¤ s B ¤ , u . Then k s 4.i j i j
 r .  r .Proof. Since Sp 2, 3 s SL 2, 3 acts transitively on hyperbolic pairs
 .  .of T , we may assume that u s e s 1, 0 and ¤ s f s 0, 1 . For 2 F i1 1 1 1
 .  .F k, let u s a , b and ¤ s g , t , with a t y b g s 1. Since t si i i i i i i i i i i
 .  .  . 2B e , ¤ s B f , u s ya , we have ¤ s g , ya and ya y b g s 1.1 i 1 i i i i i i i i
 .  .Furthermore, for i / j / 1, ya a y b g s B u , ¤ s B ¤ , u s g bi j i j i j i j i j
q a a and hence a a s b g q g b . We define a map r from P intoi j i j i i i j
 r .  :  .Sp 2, 3 r y1 by identifying the hyperbolic pair u , ¤ with the matrixT i i
 .whose first and second rows are, respectively, u and ¤ modulo y1 ; ini i T
other words,
a bi ir u , ¤ s . .i i g t /i i
 .  .  .Since B u , y¤ / B ¤ , yu , yu , y¤ f P, so r is a one-to-one map.i i i i i i
 .2We have r u , ¤ ’ 1 andi i
a a q b g a b y a bi j i j i j j i
r u , ¤ r u , ¤ s . .  .i i j j a g y a g a a q g b /j i i j i j i j
 .As shown above, for i / j / 1, we have a a q g b s y a a q b g .i j i j i j i j
 .  .  .  .  .Therefore r u , ¤ r u , ¤ ’ r u , ¤ r u , ¤ and hence r P is an ele-i i j j j j i i
 .mentary abelian 2-group. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL 2, q , q odd, is
 .a dihedral group, r P is contained in an elementary abelian group of
 .order 4, so k F 4. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL 2, q , q odd, is a
 r .generalized quaternion group, there exist M, N g SL 2, 3 such that
2 2 w x  :  :M s N s M, N s y1 . Therefore K s M, N r y1 is an ele-T T
 r .  : y1 .mentary abelian group of order 4 in Sp 2, 3 r y1 and r K is aT
maximal set of hyperbolic pairs satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma, so
k s 4.
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< <  4By the above lemma, L s 5 and so L s C , C , C , C , C . Further-1 2 3 4 5
 .  .more, we have C s H ye y u , f q ¤ for 2 F i F 5, where u , ¤ arei 2 i 2 i i i
 .four hyperbolic pairs in D s H e , f , with u s e and ¤ s f , such1 3 3 2 3 2 3
 .  .that B u , ¤ s B u , ¤ , i / j. In addition, for 3 F i F 5, we set u s a ei j j i i i 3
q b f and ¤ s g e y a f , where a , b , g are elements in F r suchi 3 i i 3 i 3 i i i 3
2  4that ya y b g s 1 and a a s b g q g b , i / j g 3, 4, 5 .i i i i j i j i j
 .  r .LEMMA 3.4 a . If g is an element in Sp 6, 3 fixing A and C , 1 F i F 4,i
 :then g acts tri¤ially on T s e , e , f , f s C [ D or g induces y1 on2 3 2 3 1 1 T
T.
 .b c c c c c s 1 or ya.1 2 3 4 5
 .  : 1q4c c N 1 F i F 5 ( 2 , an extraspecial 2-group.i
 . g g gProof. a We have C s C and hence D s D . Therefore e s ke1 1 1 1 2 2
q nf and f g s se q tf for some k, n, s, t g F r , kt y ns s 1. Similarly,2 2 2 2 3
e g s k e q n f and f g s s e q t f , k , n , s , t g F r , k t y n s s 1.3 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1
 .  . gSince g fixes C s H ye y e , f q f , ye y e s yke y nf y2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2
 . gk e y n f g C and hence k s k and n s n . Similarly, f q f g C1 3 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 2
 . gimplies s s s and t s t . For i s 3, 4, we have ye y a e y b f s1 1 2 i 3 i 3
 .  . yke y nf y a ke q nf y b se q tf s yke y nf y a k q2 2 i 3 3 i 3 3 2 2 i
.  .  .b s e y a n q b t f g C s H ye y a e y b f , f q g e y a f .i 3 i i 3 i 2 i 3 i 3 2 i 3 i 3
 .  . gTherefore ng s b s and b t y k s na . Similarly, f q g e y a fi i i i 2 i 3 i 3
 . 2g C yields g t y k s sa . Suppose b s 0, i s 3 or 4. Since ya y b gi i i i i i i
 . s 1, a / 0. Since 0 s b t y k s na , we have n s 0 and hence b t yi i i j
.k s na s 0, j / i. Therefore b s 0 or t y k s 0. If b s 0, then a / 0j j j j
since ya 2 y b g s 1. But a a s b g q g b s 0. Therefore t y k s 0,j j j i j i j i j
so t s k. Since n s 0, 1 s kt y ns s kt. Therefore k s t s "1 and hence
g induces the identity or y1 on T. Now suppose g s 0, i s 3 or 4. AT i
 .similar argument using g t y k s sa shows again that t s k s "1.i i
Hence we may assume b and g are nonzero for i s 3, 4. Thus, t y k si i
na rb s sa rg . If n or s is zero, then t s k s "1. Hence we mayi i i i
 .assume n and s are nonzero, and thus t y k rn s a rb s a rb and3 3 4 4
 .  .  .  .  .t y k rs s a rg s a rg . Therefore a a r b g s a a r g b3 3 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
and so b g s g b . Hence a a s b g q g b s yb g and so a rb3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3
s yg ra s a rb . Therefore yb g s a 2, a contradiction since ya 24 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
y b g s 1.4 4
 .  .b Let g s c c c c c . By Lemma 2.1 f , c fixes e and f , and by1 2 3 4 5 i 1 1
 .  .Lemma 3.1 a , c switches C and D , j / i. By part a , g s 1 or ya.i j j
 .  .  .2  :  :c By Lemma 3.1 a , c c s ya and hence c ‹ 1 F i F 5 r yai j i
4  .  :is elementary abelian of order at most 2 by part b . Since c , c , c , c1 2 3 4
 4induces a permutation group of order greater than 8 on C , D ‹ 1 F i F 5 ,i i
1q4 :c ‹ 1 F i F 5 ( 2 .i
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 .  .By Lemma 3.4 b , c c c c c s 1 or ya. By Lemma 3.1 a , c c s1 2 3 4 5 5 4
yac c . Thus, by relabeling, we may assume from now on that c c c c c4 5 1 2 3 4 5
s 1.
 .LEMMA 3.5 a . Suppose K is a hyperbolic plane orthogonal to D for somei
 4i g I s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and K ) A s y1. Then K )C s K ) D s 1, j g I yj j
 4  4  .ki , and for all pairs j, t g I y i , c c fixes A, C , D and sends C to Cj t i i j t
and C to D .t j
 .b Suppose K , i s 1, 2, are hyperbolic planes orthogonal to D andi i
 .  4K ) A s y1. Let D A be the set of fi¤e orthogonal triples O s A, C , D ,i j j j
 .k1  .k1  .k 2:  .1 F j F 5. Then M s c c , c c , c c induces on D A the2 3 2 4 1 3
 :alternating group A and yc ‹ 1 F i F 5 e M.5 i
 .  .  .kProof. a By Lemma 3.1 b , it suffices to show c c sends C to D .j t t j
 .By Lemma 3.1 a , c c s yc c a, and since K ) A s y1, k switches Aj t t j
 .k  .k  .k ciand C . Hence c c s yc c a s y c c c sends C to C s D .i j t t j t j i t j j
 .  .  .k1  .b By part a , c c switches O and O . By Lemma 3.4 b ,2 3 2 3
c c s c c c s c c c , and since K ) A s y1, k switches A and C .2 3 1 5 4 5 4 1 1 1 1
 .k1  .k1 k1  .k1Therefore c c s c c c s c c a switches O and O by part2 3 5 4 1 5 4 4 5
 .  .k1  .k 2a . Applying the same argument to c c and c c shows M induces2 4 1 3
 .  .  .k1.2  .k1on D A the group A . By Lemma 3.1 a , c c s ya s yc and5 2 3 1
 .k 2 .2  .k 2 c c s ya s yc , so yc , yc g M. Therefore yc ‹ 1 F i F1 3 2 1 2 i
:  :5 s ya, yc , yd ‹ 1 F i F 5 e M.i i
For i s 1, 2, let K be a hyperbolic plane orthogonal to D such thati i
 .k1  .k 2  .k1K ) A s y1. Let r s c c , r s c c , and r s c c . Byi 1 2 3 2 1 3 3 2 4
 : Lemma 3.5, M s r , r , r , y1 fixes A and induces on C , D ‹ 1 F i F1 2 3 V i i
4  :5 the group A and c ‹ 1 F i F 5 e M. Furthermore, r sends C to C5 i 1 2 3
 .k1  .k1 k1  .k1and C to D . In addition, r s c c s c c c s c c a sends3 2 1 2 3 5 4 1 5 4
C to C and C to D . Since c c fixes C and C , and switches C and D5 4 4 5 2 5 3 4 i i
for i s 2, 5, the element s s r c c switches C and C , as well as C and1 1 2 5 2 3 4
 . . C . Therefore s induces the permutation 2, 3 4, 5 on L s C ,5 1 1
4C , . . . , C , where the numbers in the permutation cycle correspond to2 5
subscripts on C s. Similarly, using Lemma 3.5 and the relation c c c c ci 1 2 3 4 5
 . .s 1, we have that r c c induces the permutation 1, 3 4, 5 on L and2 1 4
 . .r c c induces the permutation 2, 4 3, 5 on L. Since a acts trivially on L,3 2 3
s s r c c a and s s r c c a induce those same permutations on L.2 2 1 4 3 3 2 3
 :Therefore s , s , s induces on L the group A . Thus,1 2 3 5
 .3  .5 w x  .5s s , s s , s , s , and s s s act trivially on L and hence by1 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 3
 .  :Lemma 3.4 a , act trivially or induce y1 on T s e , e , f , f . NoteT 2 3 2 3
that since ya acts trivially on L, s and ys a induce the same permuta-i i
 4 w x w xtion on L. For 1 F i F 3, let t g s , ys a . We have t , t s s , s si i i 1 3 1 3
y1 y1 y1 y1  y1 . y1 y1  y1s s s s s c c r c c r r c c r c c s c c r c c r r r r r r1 3 1 3 5 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 5 3 2 3 5 2 1 3 2 1 1 3 1 3 3
. w x w xc c r c c s c c d c r , r c d c c s yac c r , r c c s yac c c c2 5 3 2 3 5 2 2 3 1 3 4 3 2 3 5 3 1 3 4 2 5 3 4 2
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w x w x w x  .k1 .k1 .k1  .k1r , r s c r , r . Since r , r s c c c c c c k c c s1 3 1 1 3 1 3 3 2 4 2 2 3 1 2 4
 .k1 w x w x  .3ya s yc , we have t , t s s , s s y1 . Now if t t induces the1 1 3 1 3 V 1 2
X w X x  X .3identity on T , then letting t s yt a, we have t , t s y1 and t t1 1 1 3 V 1 2
 .3induces y1 on T. Therefore we may assume t t induces y1 on T. IfT 1 2 T
 .5 X w X xt t induces the identity on T , then letting t s yt a, we have t , t s2 3 3 3 1 3
 X .5  .5y1 and t t induces y1 on T. Therefore we may assume t tV 2 3 T 2 3
 .5induces y1 on T. If t t t induces the identity on T , then lettingT 1 2 3
X w X X x  X X .3  X X .5t s yt a, 1 F i F 3, we have t , t s y1 and t t , t t , andi i 1 3 V 1 2 2 3
 X X X .5  .5t t t induce y1 on T. Therefore we may assume t t t induces1 2 3 T 1 2 3
2 2 2 . r1y1 on T. Furthermore, we have t s s s r c c r c c s r c c c cT 1 1 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 2 5 2 5
 .k1 2 2s ya c c c c s yc c c c c s y1 and similarly, t s s s y13 4 2 5 1 2 3 4 5 V i i V
for i s 2, 3.
 r .LEMMA 3.6. Let g be an element in Sp 6, 3 such that g fixes A s
 . L L  4H e , f and g s h , L s C , C , . . . , C , for some h g M s1 1 1 2 5
 :  .  .c , c , . . . , c , a, r , r , r . If w g s w h , then g s h or yha.1 2 5 1 2 3 e f e f1 1 1 1
 y1 .L  . y1Proof. Since h g s 1, by Lemma 3.4 a , h g acts trivially on
 :  .  . y1T s e , e , f , f or induces y1 on T. If w g s w h , then h g2 3 2 3 T e f e f1 1 1 1y1 :acts trivially on e , f . Hence h g s 1 or ya.1 1
We assume from now on that r is even, so i g F r , where i2 s y1. Let3
N , N , and N be the following 2 = 2 matrices over F r :1 2 3 3
y1 yi 1 y i 1 y i 1 yiN s , N s , N s .1 2 3 /  /  /i 1 yi y1 q i i y1
It is well known that the group with generators w , w , and w satisfying1 2 3
2 2 2  .3  .5 w xthe relations w s w s w s w w s w w s w , w s 1 is iso-1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3
 .5morphic to A = Z , with the center generated by w w w . A straight-5 2 1 2 3
2 2 2  .3 w xforward calculation shows N s N s N s N N s N , N s1 2 3 1 2 1 3
 .5  .5N N s N N N s yI, where I is the 2 = 2 identity matrix. There-2 3 1 2 3
 :  :fore N , N , N r yI ( A .1 2 3 5
We now choose the hyperbolic plane K , which is orthogonal to D and1 1
 . such that K ) A s y1. By Lemma 3.2 a , we have K s H ye y x , f1 1 2 1 2
.  .  .q x , where x , x is a hyperbolic pair in A s H e , f . Since the2 1 2 1 1
 r .  : subgroup of Sp 6, 3 fixing pointwise e , e , f , f and thus fixing2 3 2 3
.  r .pointwise C , 1 F i F 5 induces SL 2, 3 on A and hence acts transitivelyi
on hyperbolic pairs in A, we may choose x s e and x s f , and1 1 2 1
 .therefore K s H ye y e , f q f . Since ya and c , 1 F i F 5, act1 1 2 1 2 i
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 .trivially on A, we have, by Lemma 3.2 b ,
ya yb3 3w t s w r s and .  .e f 1 e f 11 1 1 1 yg a /3 3
a b4 4w t s yw r s . .  .e f 3 e f 31 1 1 1 g ya /4 4
  .  ..Thus, by choosing C s H ye y e q if , f q yie y f and C s3 2 3 3 2 3 3 4
  .  ..  .  .H ye y e y if , f q ie y f , we have w t s N and w t s2 3 3 2 3 3 e f 1 1 e f 31 1 1 1
N . By computing N N , we obtain, by the proof of Lemma 3.3, C s3 1 3 5
 .H ye y if , f q ie .2 3 2 3
Now we choose the hyperbolic plane K , orthogonal to D such that2 2
K ) A s y1, as follows. Let y s ye y e and y s f q f . Then C s2 1 2 3 2 2 3 2
 .  .   . H y , y and by Lemma 3.2 a , K s H yy y me q nf , y q re q1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
.. rsf , ms y nr s 1, m, n, r, s g F . Letting z s ye q e and z s f y1 3 1 2 3 2 2
 .  .  . f , we have D s H z , z , C s H e , f s H ye , yf s H yy y3 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
.   .  .. z , y q z , and C s H ye y e q if , f q yie y f s H y q1 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 1
 .  . .   .  ..i y y z , yi y y z q z s H yy y yz q iz , y q yiz q z .2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
 .By Lemma 3.2 b ,
y1
m n 1 yi m n y1 q i y1 q i
w r s s .e f 21 1  /  /  /  /t s i y1 t s i 1 y i
 .  .for m s 0, n s 1, t s y1, and s s 1. Therefore, w t s yw r se f 2 e f 21 1 1 1
 . 2N and K s H e q e y f , f q f y e q f . Thus, modulo y1 , t s2 2 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 V 1
2 2 w x  .3  .5  .5 t s t s t , t s t t s t t s t t t s 1 and hence t ,2 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 1
:  :  : t , t r y 1 ( A . Therefore, Mr y 1 s c , c , . . . , c ,2 3 V 5 V 1 2 5
:  : 1q4a, t , t , t r y1 ( 2 : A . Note that the set S given in Theorem 1.11 2 3 V 5
contains precisely the planes A, C , C , C , C , K , and K .1 2 3 4 1 2
 :Let G, G, F, and s be given as in Theorem 1.1. We claim G s M, k .1
 4The elements t and t induce on L s C , C , . . . , C the permutations2 3 1 2 5
 . .  . . t2 t31, 3 4, 5 and 2, 4 3, 5 , respectively. Therefore, the element yt in-3
 . .duces the permutation 1, 2 3, 4 on L and
i yit t N N2 3 2 3w yt s yIN s . .e f 3 31 1  /0 yi
 r . h hLet h be the element in Sp 6, 3 defined by e s ie y if , f s yif ,1 1 1 1 1
eh s yif y if , f h s ie q ie , eh s yif q if , and f h s ie y ie . Then2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3
 . .  .  t2 t3.h induces the permutation 1, 2 3, 4 on L and w h s w yt . Bye f e f 31 1 1 1
h  .h Lemma 3.6, h g M. Furthermore, K s H ye y e , f q f s H yie1 1 2 1 2 1
.  .qif q if q if , ie q ie y if s H e q e y f , ye q f q f q f s1 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 3
 :  :K . Therefore k g M, k and hence G s M, k .2 2 1 1
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 .We will show G is the regular near octagon of order 2, 4; 0, 3 and
w x < <hence by 2 , G ( 2 HJ and F s 315. Before proceeding, we introduce
 .additional notation. For each vertex X in G, we denote by G X the set of
 .G X .vertices adjacent to X and by G X the permutation group induced by
 .  .the stabilizer G X of X in G on G X . An s-path in G is a sequence
 .  .X , X , . . . , X of s q 1 vertices X such that X g G X if 1 F i F s0 1 s i iy1 i
and X / X if 2 F i F s, and is an s-circuit if X s X and s ) 0. Ifiy2 i 0 s
 .  .X , . . . , X are vertices of G, we set G X , . . . , X s G X l ??? l1 n 1 n 1
 .  .G X . For each pair of vertices X, Y, d X, Y is the distance between Xn
and Y, i.e., the length of a shortest path from X to Y. For positive integer
 .  .i, G X is the set of vertices in G at distance i from X ; we will use G Xi
 .in place of G X .1
<  . <We claim G X s 10 for each vertex X in G. Since G acts transitively
<  . <on F, it suffices to show G A s 10. Let S be the graph whose vertices
are the right-cosets of M in G where two cosets Mg and Mh are adjacent
if and only if ghy1 g Mk M. Then G acts vertex-transitively on S by1
 :right-multiplication, with kernel y1 . Furthermore, the stabilizer ofV
the vertex Mg in G is M g and the index of M l M k in M is the valency
of S. Now, for each vertex Mg in S, the center of the stabilizer M g is
 g: gy1 , a and a is the hyperbolic plane reflection associated with theV
hyperbolic plane Ag g F. Conversely, if R g F, then there exists h g G
h  h: hsuch that R s A and y1 , a is the center of the stabilizer M of theV
 . hvertex Mh. By Lemma 2.1 b , a is the hyperbolic plane reflection associ-
ated with R. Therefore there is a bijection from the set of vertices of S
 .onto the set of vertices of G. Furthermore, if Mg, Mh is an edge in S,
w g h xthen g s m k m h for some m , m g M and hence a , a s 1. By1 1 2 1 2
 . g h  g h.Lemma 2.1 g , A and A are orthogonal and so A , A is an edge in G.
k1  k1 k1 k1 k1 :Therefore S ( G. We have M s c , c , . . . , c , c , c c , r , c c .1 2 5 1 2 3 2 2 4
 .2  .2 w x w xSince c c s c c s ya, c c , c c s ya and c , c c s2 3 2 4 2 3 2 4 1 2 3
w x  : 5  :c , c c s 1, y1 , a, c , c c , c c has order 2 . Since r , r induces1 2 4 V 1 2 3 2 4 1 3
 4 7 < k1 <a permutation group of order 4 on C , D ‹ 1 F i F 5 , 2 divides M l M .i i
 4  . <  . < w k1 xSince C , D ‹ 1 F i F 5 : G A , G A s M : M l M G 10. There-i i
fore it suffices to show M l M k1 contains a 3-element. The elements t , t ,1 2
 4  . .and t induce on L s C , C , . . . , C the permutations 2, 3 4, 5 ,3 1 2 5
 . .  . . t1 t31, 3 4, 5 , and 2, 4 3, 5 , respectively. Therefore, w s t induces the2
 . .  .wpermutation 1, 4 2, 3 and hence d s t t induces the permutation1 2
 .2, 3, 4 on L. Using the matrices N , N , and N above, we have1 2 3
y1 0
w d s . .e f1 1  /yi y1
 r . g gLet g be the element in Sp 6, 3 defined by e s ye and f s yie y fi i i i i
for i s 1, 2, and e g s ye y if and f g s yf . Then g induces the3 3 3 3 3
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 .  .  .permutation 2, 3, 4 on L and w g s w d . By Lemma 3.6, g g M.e f e f1 1 1 1k1  . .  . .We have e s e q B e , f q f ye y e y B e , ye y e f q f1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
s ye and similarly, f k1 s yf . Since K is orthogonal to D , k acts2 1 2 1 1 1
 . k1 k1trivially on D s H e , f . Therefore, g s g g M l M and hence1 3 3
<  . <G A s 10.
 .For each vertex X in G, let D X denote the five orthogonal pairs
 .contained in G X .
LEMMA 3.7. Let X be a ¤ertex in G.
 .  .  :a G X s y1 , x .1 V
 .  .  .  4b Let Y g G X and Z g G Y y X , Z not orthogonal to X. Then
Z and Z x are an orthogonal pair.
 .  .  .c Let Y , Y g G X , Y not orthogonal to Y . Let Y g G X y1 2 1 2
 4 < .DY . <Y , Y , Y not orthogonal to Y or Y . Then y y s 2 and y y acts1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  y14fixed point freely on D Y y X, X .
 .d Let H and H be two ¤ertices in G. If H ) H s y1, then there1 2 1 2
 .exists a ¤ertex H in G such that H , H, H is a 2-path in G.1 2
 .  .  .  : 1q4Proof. a Since G A s M, we have G X r y1 ( 2 : A andV 5
  .:G X . 4  .  :y ‹ Y g G X ( 2 . Hence G X s y1 , x .1 V
 .  .b We have Z, X g G Y , with Z not orthogonal to X. Since G
acts vertex-transitively on G, there exists g g G such that Y g s A and
 .  .hence Z) X s y1 by our construction of G A . By Lemma 2.3 c , Z and
Z x are orthogonal.
 .  .  .2c By Lemma 3.1 a , y y fixes Y and y y s yx. If y y acts1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .2  .  .2trivially on D Y , then y y acts trivially on G Y . Therefore y y s1 2 1 2
 .  :  .yx g G Y s y1 , y by part a . Since x / y or yy, y y acts non-1 V 1 2
 .  .DY .  .2trivially on D Y . Since G Y ( A and y y s yx acts trivially on5 1 2
 .D Y , the result follows.
 .  . h1d By Lemma 2.3 c , H and H are orthogonal. Let H be the2 2
unique hyperbolic plane such that H, H , H h1 are an orthogonal triple.2 2
 .  .Since h fixes H, H is orthogonal to H by Lemma 2.1 e and g .1 1
 .Therefore H , H, H is a 2-path in G.1 2
 . w xWe consider G A -orbits in G. For each vertex H in G, we let H
 . <  . <denote the G A -orbit containing H. We have G A s 10 and D g1
 .  .DD1.  .  .  4G A . Since G D ( A , G A, D induces A on D D y A, C .1 5 1 4 1 1
The element a fixes A and D and interchanges each orthogonal pair in1
 .  4  .  .D D y C , A by Lemma 3.7 b . Therefore G A, D acts transitively1 1 1
 .  4 <  .  . <  .on G D y A, C and G D l G A s 8. We have K g G D l1 1 1 2 1 1
 .G A and since K is not orthogonal to any C or D / D , G does not2 1 i i 1
<  .  . < <w x <contain a 4-circuit. Therefore G K l G A s 1 and hence K s 10 ?1 1
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 . a8 s 80. By Lemma 3.7 b , K and K are orthogonal. For any three1 1
 .  apairwise nonorthogonal planes H , H , H g G D y K , K ,1 2 3 1 1 1
4  :  .A, C , h h , h h fixes A and K and acts transitively on D K y1 1 2 1 3 1 1
 a 4  .  .DK1.  .DK1.K , D by Lemma 3.7 c since h h / h h . Since d g1 1 1 2 1 3 1
 .  .G D interchanges each orthogonal pair in D K y1 1 1
 a 4  .  .  a4K , D , G A, D , K acts transitively on G K y D , K . We have1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .K ) K s y1 and hence by Lemma 3.7 d , there exists a unique hyper-1 2
 . k1bolic plane B orthogonal to both K and K . By Lemma 2.3 c , K , B, K1 2 2 2
k1  .k1are an orthogonal triple and K s H e q e y f , f q f y e q f s2 2 3 1 2 3 1 1
 .  .H ye q e q f , e y f y f q f . Since D s H ye q e , f y f is1 3 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 3
k1  . k1 d1orthogonal to K and D ) K s y1, by Lemma 2.3 c , B s K s2 2 2 2
 .  .H ye q e q f , e y f q f y f . We have A) B s 1 and since G A1 2 3 3 1 2 3
 . w x  .acts transitively on G A s K , A) R s A) K s y1 for R g G A .2 1 1 2
 .  . <  .  . <Therefore B g G K l G A and hence G K l G A s 8. By Lemma1 3 1 3
 .  . 3.2 a , D s H ye q e q if , f q ie q f and D s H ye q e y3 2 3 2 2 3 3 4 2 3
.if , f y ie q f . We have B) D s y1 for i s 2, 3, 4, and by Lemma3 2 3 3 i
 .  .3.7 d , there exist vertices W such that D , W , B are 2-paths in G, withi i i
<  .  . <W / W since G does not contain a 4-circuit. Therefore G B l G A Gi j 2
 .  .4. Let Y g G B l G A . Then A)Y s A) K s y1. We have A) B s2 1
1 and if Y is the unique hyperbolic plane such that Y, B, Y are an1 1
 .  .orthogonal triple, then A)Y s 1 by Lemma 2.3 e . Therefore Y g G B1 1
 . <  .  . < <  .  . < <  .  . <l G A and hence G B l G A s G B l G A . If G B l G A3 3 2 2
s 5, then A) R s 0, 1, or y1 for R g F, depending on whether R g
 .  .  . G A , G A or G A , respectively. Since B)C s B) H ye y if , f q2 3 5 2 3 2
.  . <  .  . <ie s yi and B) D s B) H ye q if , f y ie s i, G B l G A s3 5 2 3 2 3 2
<  .  . <  .  .  .G B l G A s 4 and G A has two orbits in G A . Let Z , Z g G B3 4 1 2
 .  .l G A , with Z and Z in different G A -orbits. Note that B, Z , Z are4 1 2 1 2
 . <  .  . <an orthogonal triple. Since d D , Z s 3, i s 1, 2, G Z l G A G1 i i 3
<  .  . <  . w x w xG A l G B s 4. Since each edge U , U with U g B and U g Z2 1 2 1 2 1
w xdetermines a unique hyperbolic plane U in Z such that U , U , U are3 2 1 2 3
<  .  . < <  . w x <an orthogonal triple, G Z l G A s G Z l Z s 4 or 5. We have1 3 1 2
<w x < <  .  . <B s 80 ? 8r4 s 160 and hence G A l G B s 12. Therefore, there
 .  .  .exists a 2-element g in G A l G B - G Z acting nontrivially on1
 .  .  .D B and so g f G Z by Lemma 3.7 b . Since no two hyperbolic planes1 1
 .  .in G Z l G A are orthogonal, g acts nontrivially and hence fixed point1 3
 .  .  4 <  .  . < <  .freely on G Z l G A y B . Therefore G Z l G A s G Z l1 3 1 3 1
w x < <  .  . < <  . w x <Z s 5 s G Z l G A s G Z l Z and G is the regular near2 2 3 2 1
 .octagon of order 2, 4; 0, 3 .
The element s , induced by the automorphism a ‹ a 3 of F r , is an3
 .  s s .automorphism of P since for any hyperbolic pair u, ¤ in V, B u , ¤ s 1.
In particular, we have Ss s S, so s is an automorphism of G and
w 2 x  :  2 :  .s , G s 1; hence G, s r s , y1 ( Aut HJ .V
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